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With the rapid development of the securities industry, securities companies have 
become increasingly demanding of IT systems, in addition to be able to handle 
existing business, it is the innovation of new businesses can quickly respond to and 
support, In addition, certain requirements on the IT systems divide and rule, each 
responsible for the duties of the status quo, that separation requirements of the 
existing trading and settlement, which makes OTC focusing on order management, 
back-office systems focus on data treatment. 
The system is designed as a background data processing system, after acquiring 
data from the counter trading system, data processing, at the same time, the system 
also solves the security company IT system some problems, such as the need to invest 
large call human resources for data processing, some data to serial mode to handle. 
This research mainly includes three aspects: The first, collection management, 
support for different types of data collection, such as the DBF file collection, 
ORACLE collection, TXT file collection, at the same time, the collection efficiency, 
change the existing serial, parallel acquisition, greatly enhance the efficiency of. 
Second, data management and settlement management, in the aspect of data 
processing, the parallel study and implementation of liquidation, liquidation efficiency, 
shorten the time of liquidation, significantly reduce labor costs. third, system support 
exception handling, add to collection, repetition of liquidation, and other functions, 
support for abnormal data to collect, and rollback operations on data, so repeat the 
liquidation that data to get correct processing. 
In a word, the research on this system, we draw the following three conclusions: 
The first, as far as possible to data segmentation of the business characteristics field, 
in exchange for future high performance parallel computing. Second, handling 
pipeline will a particular partition data processing on up to multiple lines, with to the 
implementation of specific parallel. Third, with RAC framework as the basis, with 
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全天 24 小时的清算，充分满足境内外清算时效性的要求，支持自动定时清算 
（6）支持多结算模式； 
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